Visualizing egg and embryonic polarity.
During development metazoan embryos have to establish the molecular coordinates for elaboration of the embryonic body plan. Typically, bilaterian (bilaterally symmetric animals) embryos establish anterior-posterior (AP) and dorsal-ventral (DV) axes, and in most cases the AP axis is established first. For over a century it has been known that formation of the AP axis is strongly influenced by the primary axis of the egg, the animal-vegetal (AV) axis. The molecular basis for how the AV axis influences AP polarity remains poorly understood, but sea urchins have proven to be important for elucidating the molecular basis for this process. In fact, it is the first model system where a critical role for Wnt signaling in specification and patterning the AV and AP axis was first established. One current area of research is focused on identifying the maternal factors that regulate localized activation of Wnt/β-catenin signaling at the vegetal pole during development. An essential tool for this work is the means to identify the AV polarity in oocytes and eggs. This permits investigation into how polarity is established and allows development of experimental strategies to identify maternal factors that contribute to and control axial polarity. This chapter provides protocols to accomplish this in sea urchin eggs and early embryos. We describe simple methods to visualize polarity including direct observation of eggs and oocytes, using a microscope for overt morphological signs of polarity, and more extensive methods involving localization of known factors indicative of inherent embryonic polarity, such as the upstream regulators of the Wnt/β-catenin pathway.